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⚫ EM face heightened external risks and weaker fundamentals 

⚫ EM are divided along lines of inflation and trade dynamics 

⚫ We add a long Brazil vs short South Africa equity trade 

Fed tightening remains a risk to EM assets. Recent US housing data may indicate a slump, but 

increasing employment and improving manufacturing production among other factors point to a 

probability of a more aggressive pace of Fed tightening that is not yet priced into markets and will 

ultimately lead to a Q4/22 recession (see our 17 August Daily Note). The severity of the recession 

and the scale of damage to US financial markets remain uncertain (see our 17 August Macro 

Strategy). EM equities will inevitably falter in the event of a US market correction, while currencies 

will be vulnerable to a stronger dollar unless external headwinds are countered by higher interest 

rates, solid trade balances or other robust drivers of inflows. 

EM central banks’ responses vary. The central banks of Brazil and Mexico continue to stand out 

among EM in raising real policy rates aggressively in an effort to combat inflation (see Chart1). In 

both of these, core inflation is starting to decelerate, and we expect headline inflation to peak in 

the coming months in marked contrast to many EM in which inflation is surging higher still. By 

contrast in South Africa, core inflation is accelerating while the SARB faces structural constraints 

on economic growth that limit its willingness to raise interest rates. Negative real interest rates 

will provide little defence for the rand as the dollar appreciates. Thailand has among the most 

extreme negative real rates. The Bank of Thailand delayed the start of the tightening cycle until 

August, plunging real interest rates deep into negative territory. 
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Chart 2: EM trade balances are deteriorating  

 

Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 
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Chart 1: EM real rates are bottoming out  

 
Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 
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https://hub.tslombard.com/report/daily-note/h1-us-recession-narrative-fading-a-more-aggressive-fed-to-follow/75e8997e10e24f825b6f6af8ed2217ba
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/macro-strategy/soft-vs-hard-landing/019721d8f7940097d75e6d74e4c78a65
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/macro-strategy/soft-vs-hard-landing/019721d8f7940097d75e6d74e4c78a65
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EM face differing pressures on exports. The collapse of China’s imports owing to zero Covid and 

the property sector is evident in the exports of Asian manufacturing economies, including South 

Korea and Thailand (see our 16 August chartbook EM face China fallout). Thailand has suffered 

one of the most precipitous deteriorations of trade balance among EM economies (see Chart 2). 

By contrast, Brazil has maintained a solid trade surplus despite a strong consumer recovery that 

has fuelled imports. South Africa too has maintained a trade surplus, but year on year exports 

have contracted in each of the 3 months to June, while imports have continued to recover. The 

power sector crisis, risk of industrial action and infrastructure limitations will further constrain 

exports and weigh on the economy. 

As of today, we close our long USD/THB trade with a total return profit of 4.6% (see Table 2). 

The direction of travel for the real policy rate in Thailand has turned in favour of the baht, although 

tightening appears likely to be limited. Of greater significance for investors, however, is the 

growing tourist revival. Tourist arrivals surged in July, reaching 32% of that for the same month in 

2019, compared with 25% of 2019 in June. The prospect of a further revival of the tourist industry 

could be sufficient to stem the depreciation of the baht, although downside risks from interest 

rates and manufacturing exports remain. The full recovery of the tourist sector to pre-pandemic 

levels will depend on the re-opening of China.  

Falling prices are a risk to EM commodity exporters. Energy prices look set to remain elevated, 

while the prices of agricultural and industrial commodities have fallen significantly from earlier 

highs and face the risk of further downside as the global slowdown deepens. Stimulus measures 

in China could ultimately provide some support for commodity prices, but we do not expect this 

to be a significant factor until H1/23 at the earliest. In the meantime, commodity price risks are 

biased to the downside. 

As of today, we add a long Brazil vs short South Africa equity index trade to our list of Absolute 

Views (see Table 1). Inflation and trade dynamics are likely to be among the most important 

factors distinguishing EM equity winners from losers. Brazil stands with regards to inflation and 

the equity market is our top EM asset allocation call (see our 15 August EM Strategy Monthly). 

Trade dynamics in Brazil will depend to an extent on commodity prices. We hedge the commodity 

exposure by pairing a long Brazil equities position with short South Africa. Both Brazil and South 

Africa are relatively cheap, though Brazil marginally more so, while Brazil has underperformed 

South Africa during the pandemic and post-pandemic recovery (see Charts 3 and 4).   

Chart 4: Brazil has underperformed South Africa  

 
Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 
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Chart 3: Many EM equities remain cheap 

 

Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 
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https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/in-charts-em-face-china-fallout/3c6697132084ddbd9b11d489966eed8d
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-strategy-monthly/the-demise-of-the-china-dream/87960eaea3f324e5068ce98be3f69af6
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 MUST READ  
Brazil: The outlook remains challenging 

The Bolsonaro administration has boosted social spending and approved massive tax cuts ahead 

of the October election in a bid to increase the President’s chances of being re-elected. Wilson 

Ferrarezi and Elizabeth Johnson explain that increased fiscal spending will continue to boost the 

recovery in H2/22, but the outlook for next year remains challenging and the economy is set to 

slow into 2023. While Lula is still ahead in the polls, his lead could narrow as more families benefit 

from social spending – Bolsonaro’s rejection rate is key to monitor. See our 17 August report 

Recovery continues in H2, but 2023 outlook remains challenging. 

China: Timing the Covid cycle 

For China, Covid-19 remains the dominant macro and market variable. April and May will be the 

nadir in activity this year, but the recovery is going to be sluggish as long as “zero Covid” weighs 

on the economy. Rory Green explains that politics, healthcare and Hong Kong all point to a mid 

H1/23 material easing of pandemic restrictions. Until then, China activity, stimulus efficacy and 

markets will disappoint. See our 15 August report Timing China's Covid cycle.  

https://hub.tslombard.com/report/brazil/recovery-continues-in-h2-but-2023-outlook-remains-challenging/551e6c343775fe8eb8bb99401d997508
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/daily-note/timing-chinas-covid-cycle/18dad635c3836a9e67cf9600a7ce1641
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 ASSET ALLOCATION  
We present below our EM asset allocation view.  

We will publish our next Asset Allocation view on 19 September. 

 

 ABSOLUTE VIEWS  
 

Closed views are in Table 2, below. Intra-day prices used for views that are opened or closed on 

the date of publication are modified to the close of business prices in subsequent reports. For 

further explanation, see our methodology.  

Table 1: Current Absolute Views 
Asset   Long Date Units Open Current Total 

    Short Opened   Level Level Return ($) 

ID vs MX Equity Long 6-Dec-21   9.348 9.654 +3.3% 

USD/BRL   Short 28-Mar-22    4.765 5.170 -3.7% 

EM index 4:1 Debt vs Equity Long 6-Jun-22    100.00 99.23 -0.8% 

China index vs CD Equity Long 4-Jul-22    32.82 34.36 +3.9% 

China Local debt Long 25-Jul-22 % 2.63 2.48 +0.4% 

USD/INR   Long 25-Jul-22   79.74 79.87 -0.1% 

USD vs KRW, TWD   Long 1-Aug-22   100.00 101.59 +1.6% 

BR vs ZA Equity Long 22-Aug-22   18.07 18.07 0.0% 

Date/time 22-Aug-22 07:38 

Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 

 

Asset Allocation view 

              

Risk -1     

  Equities ($) Currencies Local rates Credit ($)     

Asset class -1 -1 +1 0     

  Relative country views   Scale 

China 0 0 +1 n/a   +2 

Brazil +2 (+1) +1 +1 -1   +1 

India +1 -1 -1 n/a   0 

Mexico -1 +1 (0) +1 +1   -1 

Indonesia +1 +1 -1 +1   -2 

Philippines -1 (+1) -1 (+1) +1 +1     

Thailand +1 (-1) +1 (-1) 0 n/a   Last month 

South Africa -1 -1 (0) -1 -1   in brackets 

Turkey -2 (-1) -1 -1 -1     
 

Source: TS Lombard. The scores for our relative country views sum to zero in each column. See methodology. 

https://hub.tslombard.com/download/PETKDWZI
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/monetary-policy-key-amid-covid-risk/0a6a5cbb19d579ce4c47391efcea219a
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-fx-not-yet-pricing-ukraine-shock/f6ea835a946d7191d4a958d418d28d95
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-risks-favour-debt-vs-equity/8c4404b4c49dc75d83fd0cc1cbcb2675
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/sell-the-china-consumer-recovery/10784d2d4bbf5217f3d28770fdfb4ab4
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/positioning-for-tough-policy-choices/8f7c1bf6629b23762beae9f388b4a6fc
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/positioning-for-tough-policy-choices/8f7c1bf6629b23762beae9f388b4a6fc
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-fx-face-hit-from-falling-exports/da22340f4c8abf87cfa08349592a35bd
https://hub.tslombard.com/download/PETKDWZI
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Closed Views 

Levels are for London close of business, obtained from Bloomberg. Intra-day prices used for 

views that are opened or closed on the date of publication are updated to the close of business 

prices in subsequent reports.  

For further explanation, see our methodology. 

 

 

 

  

Table 2: Closed Absolute Views 
Asset   Long Date Date Open Close Total 

    Short Opened Closed Level Level Return ($) 

USD/BRL   Short 16-Nov-20  7-Jun-21  5.430 5.046 +8.9% 

Brazil Local debt Long 24-May-21 14-Jun-21  7.62 7.58 +5.8% 

Thailand Local debt Short 28-Jun-21  2-Aug-21 1.671 1.520 +1.2% 

Indonesia Local debt Long 1-Mar-21  9-Aug-21 6.323 5.941 +4.4% 

EM ex-CN vs CN Equity Long 4-May-21 23-Aug-21 289.35 355.12 +18.5% 

PHP/IDR   Short 7-Dec-20 11-Oct-21 293.33 279.77 +6.1% 

ID CD vs EM Equity Long 2-Aug-21 8-Nov-21  1.623 2.049 +25.7% 

Russia Equity Long 28-Jun-21  28-Feb-22 791.1 325.4 -58.9% 

Philippines Local debt Long 8-Nov-21  28-Mar-22  3.991 4.978 -6.2% 

USD/INR   Long 28-Mar-22  16-May-22 76.17 77.38 +1.4% 

USD/CNY   Long 31-Aug-21 25-Jul-22 6.461 6.751 +1.4% 

USD/THB   Long 3-May-22 22-Aug-22 34.35 36.02 +4.6% 

Source: Bloomberg, TS Lombard. 

https://hub.tslombard.com/download/PETKDWZI
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/vaccine-rotation-impact/ae9ac3ecbea1130dc4eb8b41fc8bd51d
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/a-new-covid-wave-is-sweeping-em/04850b196f0c5a664392927bdb11d01f
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/navigating-the-inflation-landscape/4e463b9431a6f86131112be65c5bc4b3
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-inflation-risks-intensify/f78706bb0f6e4d68ee0bf4e02163235f
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/positioning-favours-em-ex-china/adcf5c59e672335000746377e6bc6ebc
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/where-to-invest-if-not-china/1b7871e24d6a1264d349a7e748f08ee4
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/us-yields-vs-em-debt/f4cce2b94f4c06dc6d3a5b4ab618e285
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/delta-supply-chain-disruption/2ebd5b05f7134c68db9e45f9a89a214a
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/rotation-set-to-gather-momentum/c17d3f1c386c031fecf508232ddb3d0d
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/rising-ust-yields-threaten-em-debt/56048ae1a6a089dd6533461a8d39e9d5
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/asset-allocation-chart-book/aa24e4437669597a83ca3847fdcd344b
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/pressure-piles-on-em-fx/91bdd881f12101e777efcdae2d32cee2
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/where-to-invest-if-not-china/1b7871e24d6a1264d349a7e748f08ee4
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/return-to-china-is-premature/8ec4150aca4e7fb0a9306ce00cb6dca2
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/positioning-favours-em-ex-china/adcf5c59e672335000746377e6bc6ebc
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/ukraine-em-winners-and-losers/d40379210706c5ac896a76f56e7f22f7
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/return-to-china-is-premature/8ec4150aca4e7fb0a9306ce00cb6dca2
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-fx-not-yet-pricing-ukraine-shock/f6ea835a946d7191d4a958d418d28d95
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/em-fx-not-yet-pricing-ukraine-shock/f6ea835a946d7191d4a958d418d28d95
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-strategy-monthly/bumpy-road-ahead-for-em/35f00c7bb38a81aba9a60901be2fd4ff
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/the-common-prosperity-discount/9cbe45218372c5fd6b46b1092b667937
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/positioning-for-tough-policy-choices/8f7c1bf6629b23762beae9f388b4a6fc
https://hub.tslombard.com/report/em-watch/external-risks-accumulate/0605feb9a6d1166dbf0111e539907c9e
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Disclaimer 

This report has been issued by Lombard Street Research Financial Services Limited. It should not be 
considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to sell, buy, subscribe to or underwrite any securities or any 
derivative instrument or any other rights pertaining thereto (“financial instruments”) or as constituting advice 
as to the merits of selling, buying, subscribing for, underwriting or otherwise investing in any financial 
instruments. This report is intended to be viewed by clients of Lombard Street Research Financial Services 
Limited only. The contents of this report, either in whole or in part, shall not be reproduced, stored in a data 
retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording 
or otherwise without written permission of Lombard Street Research Financial Services Limited. 

The information and opinions expressed in this report have been compiled from publicly available sources 
believed to be reliable, but are not intended to be treated as advice or relied upon as fact. Neither Lombard 
Street Research Financial Services Limited, nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts liability for 
and, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, shall not be responsible for any loss or damage 
arising from the use of this report including as a result of decisions made or actions taken in reliance upon 
or in connection with the information contained in this report. Lombard Street Research Financial Services 
Limited does not warrant or represent that this report is accurate, complete or reliable and does not provide 
any assurance whatsoever in relation to the information contained in this report. Any opinions, forecasts or 
estimates herein constitute a judgement as at the date of this report based on the information available. 

There can be no assurance that future results or events will be consistent with any such opinions, forecasts 
or estimates. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, 
and no representation or warranty, express or implied is made regarding future performance. This 
information is subject to change without notice, its accuracy is not guaranteed, it may be incomplete or 
condensed and it may not contain all material information concerning the company and its subsidiaries. The 
value of any securities or financial instruments or types of securities or financial instruments mentioned in 
this report can fall as well as rise. Foreign currency denominated securities and financial instruments are 
subject to fluctuations in exchange rates that may have a positive or adverse effect on the value, price or 
income of such securities or financial instruments. Certain transactions, including those involving futures, 
options and other derivative instruments, can give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 
investors. This report does not have regard to the specific instrument objectives, financial situation and the 
particular needs of a client. Clients should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in 
any of the types of financial instrument or investment strategies discussed in this report. Lombard Street 
Research Financial Services Limited may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach 
different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Lombard Street Research Financial 
Services Limited is Authorised and Regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority. FCA Firm Reference 
Number: 502674. 

Registered Office: 20 St Dunstan's Hill, London EC3R 8HL. Registered in England No. 6862824 

 


